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Abstract - This paper specialize in 3D CFD ANalysis of an rotary engine blade cooling passage/duct during which the 
required domain subjected to vital load i.e. static likewise as dynamic load that is due rotary engine blade is operated at 
warm temperature and pressure which ends up in thermal stress and alters the blade performance. so as to avoid clastatic 
failure of blade effective and economical cooling techniques ought to be enforced that ultimately leads to higher thermal 
potency and most power output. intensive literature review is disbursed within the field regarding rotary engine blade 
cooling. This work thinks about with the rotary engine surface blade internal duct cooling conventionally and with the 
assistance of fluid and warmth transfer round the duct surface is been analysed and also the performance is foreseen with the 
assistance of Finite component volume tool ANSYS- Fluent, wherever simulation is being done. The goal is to hold out heat 
transfer constant at the rotary engine blade internal duct surface exploitation completely different turbulent model likewise as 
comparative case study is additionally been bestowed. The FEV results area unit valid with well printed leads to literature. 
during this analysis, that all over that the V-shape 35-deg truncated ribs is that the best as compared to the traditional 
truncated and V-shape 35-deg continuous ribs for cooling the rotary engine blade when modification and analysis has been 
done. This investigation has been done the varied resolution analysis like; pressure drop, velocity, temperature, wall shear 
stress, heat transfer constant etc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Increasing Efficiency through Cooling Through the 
increased environmental awareness and higher fuel 
costs, there have lately been a strong strive towards 
enhanced efficiencies for all automotive propulsions. 
For gas turbines applications, especially in aircraft, 
not only the specific fuel consumption (SFC) is of 
importance but also the specific work output.   

 
Figure 1.2 Evolution of Blade cooling 

 
The former is equivalent to the inverse of the 
efficiency while the latter is a measure of the 
compactness of the power plant, ie. the effectiveness. 
The maximum theoretical efficiency of a gas turbine 
cycle is given by the Carnot efficiency as: 
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Where T1 the inlet temperature and T3 the turbine 
entry temperature (TET). Increasing yield, a direct 
improvement in the efficiency, η.  

II. METHODOLOGY 
 
The equation of motion of turbine blade internal duct 
surface is solved using FEV tool (ANSYS- Fluent) as 
the equation of motion for a internal duct is difficult 
to visualize therefore some FEV tool is the only 
solution method for analysing thermo physical 
characteristics of cavity.  
 
2.1 Model the Geometry 
In this step model the geometry of product with the 
help of Creo parametric software as shown in Figure 
1. 

 
(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 1. 3D Model of V-shape 35-deg Truncated and 
Continuous ribs 

 
2.2 Generate Mesh  
After modelling the product, generate mesh in model 
using 0.5mm size of meshing with unstructured 
method. 

 
Figure 2. Meshed view of duct 

 
2.3 Boundary Condition 
In this section we can apply the boundary condition 
in duct like inlet, outlet, heated region & walls.  
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Figure3. Boundary condition of duct 

 
Boundary Condition Value 
Inlet 
Total Temperature 300 K 
Total Pressure 342255 Pa 
Turbulence Intensity 5 % DH 
Reynolds Number 20000 
 Air Dry 
Number of Ribs 8 
pitch-to-height ratio 20 
Rib height-to-hydraulic 
diameter ratio 0.0875 
length-to-width of duct 
ratio, L/w 0.9 
Outlet 
Static Pressure 204560Pa 

Table 1. Boundary Condition for Cooling Duct 
 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
After analysis the various results obtained from CFD 
analysis. 
 

 
(a)                                          (b) 

Figure 4.(a) Pressure contours in V-shape 35-deg truncated 
ribs duct and (b)Pressure contours in V-shape 35-deg 

Continuous ribs duct 
 
 

 
(a)                                          (b) 

Figure 5. (a) and (b) Wall shear stress in V-shape 35-deg 
truncated and Continuous ribs duct 

 

 
(a)                                          (b) 

Figure 6. (a) and (b) Wall Heat transfer coefficient in V-shape 
35-deg truncated and Continuous ribs duct 

 

 
Figure 7. Variation of friction factor in different Ribs 

 
Figure 7, indicates the variation effect of friction 
factor in Truncated, Continuous Ribs [11] and V-
shape 35-deg Truncated and Continuous ribs (present 
result). It is observing that friction factor increases as 
Reynolds number increases. However, the friction 
factor in V-shape 35-deg truncated ribs is more as 
compared to continuous ribs.It can also be concluding 
that the friction factor in truncated ribs 8%-9% is 
more as compared to other ribs. 

 
Figure 8. Variation of Nusselt Number in different ribs 

configuration 
 

Figure 8, shows the variation of Nusselt Number in 
different ribs configuration. It can also be observed 
that Nusselt number of truncated ribs is more as 
compared to other ribs. Whereas approx. 40.2% as 
compared to other ribs, so that the overall heat 
transfer is more in truncated ribs are compared to 
other. 

 
Figure 9. Variation of Heat transfer and pressure drop in 

different ribs 
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Figure 10. Variation of Heat transfer coefficient in different 

ribs 
 

Figure 10,shows Variation of Heat transfer 
coefficient within different ribs for the channels with 
different ribs configuration. It has been observed that 
all the rib configuration has similar trend. Both the 
Heat transfer coefficient is monotonous for 
continuous ribs. Therefore, the side-wall with both 
continuous ribs facilitates good performance for 
improving gas turbine blade cooling at the same 
pumping power. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 The Nusselt number of V-shaped 35-deg 

truncated ribs is more as compared to normal 
truncated ribs. 

 Heat Transfer Augmentation Quantity of 
continuous ribs is more as compared with other 
ribs. 

 The Flow structure near leading edge can be 
improved by implementing V-shaped 35-deg 
Truncated rib. 

 Also the heat transfer of the side will also 
increases by using V-shaped 35-deg truncated 
ribs.  

 The heat transfer coefficient is more in V-
shaped 35-deg truncated as compared to others. 

 On increasing Reynolds number heat transfer 
significantly increases. 
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